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Abstract
The inclusive semileptonic branching ratios b ! e X,  X,  X and X have
been measured at LEP with the L3 detector. The analysis is based on 2{jet
hadronic Z decays obtained in the data collected between 1991 and 1992. Three
separate event samples are analysed, containing electrons, muons and large miss-
ing energy (neutrinos), respectively. From the electron sample, we measure Br(b
! e X) = (10.890.200.51)% and, from the muon sample, Br(b !  X) =
(10.820.150.59)%, where the rst error is statistical and the second is systematic.
From the missing energy sample, we measure Br(b! X) = (23.080.771.24)%,
assuming the relative semileptonic decay rates e:: = 1:1:(0.250.05), according
to theoretical expectations. From a combined analysis of all three samples and con-
straining the relative semileptonic rates, we measure Br(b! eX) = Br(b! X)
= (10.680.110.46)%. Alternatively, we can remove the constraint on the relative
semileptonic rates and measure Br(b !  X) = (1.70.51.1)%.
Submitted to Zeitschrift fur Physik C
1 Introduction
A measurement of the semileptonic branching ratio Br(b! `X), from hadronic Z decays, is
described. Measurements of the semileptonic branching ratios are usually made with electrons
and muons. However, they can also be measured with neutrinos, using the missing energy
spectrum of b jets. The neutrino energy can be obtained indirectly using the dierence between
the kinematically constrained jet energy, assumed to be the beam energy, and the measured jet
energy (E

 E
beam
  E
jet
).
This measurement with energetic neutrinos is the rst determination of Br(b! X). The
systematic errors due to backgrounds and eciencies are dierent from the measurements with
electrons and muons, and the result is thus complementary to the traditional measurements
with inclusive electrons and muons. Furthermore, combined with the branching ratio obtained
with inclusive electrons and muons, the result is sensitive to the polarization of the virtual W
[1] and to the decay b! X.
The neutrino analysis is restricted to two{jet events since the method for determining the
neutrino energy is not valid for three{jet events originating from hard gluon radiation. In order
to compare the neutrino branching ratio measurement with the results obtained with electrons
and muons, all measurements are done for the same sample of hadronic two{jet Z decays. This
diers from previous measurements of the b semileptonic branching ratio with L3, which made
no requirements on the event shape [2].
2 The L3 detector and the hadronic event selection
The data were collected with the L3 experiment at LEP between 1991 and 1992. During
this period the L3 detector consisted of a central tracking chamber, a high resolution electro-
magnetic calorimeter composed of BGO crystals, a cylindrical array of scintillation counters,
a uranium/brass hadron calorimeter with proportional wire chamber readout, and a precise
muon spectrometer. These subdetectors are installed in a 12 m diameter solenoid which pro-
vides a uniform magnetic eld of 0.5 T along the beam direction. A detailed description of
the L3 detector can be found elsewhere [3]. The b lifetime tagging in this analysis is based on
the measurement of charged tracks in the central tracking chamber. This device is a precision
Time Expansion Chamber which consists of two coaxial cylindrical drift chambers. The inner
chamber is divided into 12 sectors, each with 8 sense wires. The outer chamber has 24 sectors,
each with 54 sense wires. Tracks are reconstructed with up to 62 wires signals at radii between
11 cm and 43 cm. For tracks that are not close to an anode or cathode plane, the single hit
resolution varies between 50{60 m, resulting in a momentum resolution of p
t
/p
t
of 0.018p
t
and an impact parameter resolution of 109 m for isolated tracks. The two track separation is
about 600 m.
To reduce the amount of missing energy due to initial{state bremsstrahlung only the events
taken within 0.5 GeV of the Z peak are used. This data sample corresponds to approximately
900k hadronic Z decays.
The hadronic events are selected with criteria similar to the ones used for the measurement
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of the total hadronic cross section in [4]. To reduce possible selection biases for events with
large missing energy due to energetic neutrinos from b hadron decays, the requirements on the
visible energy and the transverse energy imbalance of the events are relaxed and new criteria
are introduced to reduce backgrounds from two{photon and 
+

 
events to a negligible level.
Since the branching ratio analysis for each channel is limited by systematic uncertainties, it is
further required that the hadronic events are well contained in the hermetic barrel region of
the detector. The following additional selection criteria are used:
 The visible energy in each hemisphere, dened by the thrust axis of the event, must be
larger than 10% of the beam energy.
 The polar angle, 
jet
, of the momentum vector sum of all calorimeter clusters associated
with each hemisphere (jet) has to full the condition j cos 
jet
j < 0:7. For the branching
ratio measurements only those jets that satisfy the condition j cos 
jet
j < 0:65 are analysed.
 The energy sum of all calorimeter clusters with j cos 
cluster
j > 0:74 must be smaller than
5 GeV.
 Two{photon background events are suppressed by requiring that the visible energy of the
event is larger than 40% of the center{of{mass energy. Furthermore, for the events with
a visible energy of less than 70% of the center{of{mass energy, the missing transverse
energy of the event must be either larger than 50% of the beam energy or be larger than
the missing longitudinal energy.
 The remaining 
+

 
background is suppressed by requiring at least ve charged tracks.
In addition, one hemisphere must contain at least three tracks, each with a transverse
momentum with respect to the beam of more than 150 MeV and a distance of closest
approach with respect to the beam axis smaller than 1 mm.
A total of 402k hadronic events full these criteria. A geometrical cone algorithm with a half
angle of 20

is used to form jets from the calorimeter clusters, starting from the most energetic
clusters. If more than one such jet is found in a hemisphere, these jets are combined into one
jet, provided their invariant mass is smaller than 25 GeV. Using this jet denition, the events
are divided into \two{jet" and \three{jet" events. Out of the selected hadronic events, 86.1%
(346k) are classied as two{jet events.
Monte Carlo events are simulated using JETSET 7.3 with the parton shower approximation
for gluon radiation and string fragmentation [5] and a GEANT{based description of the L3
experiment [6]. Weak decays of c and b hadrons are simulated such that the measured inclusive
charged lepton spectra and the branching ratios for charm and beauty decays [7] are reproduced.
The simulated energy spectra of electrons, muons and neutrinos, with an inclusive Br(b! `X)
of 10.45%, agree also with the inclusive lepton spectra obtained for b hadron decays from the
ACCMM model [8]. More details about the simulation of weak decays of c and b hadrons are
given in [9].
The energy spectra of the primary b hadrons are simulated with the Peterson function [10]
as implemented in JETSET, adjusted such that the average energy of the weakly decaying b
hadrons (B
d
, B
u
, B
s
and 
b
) corresponds to 0.72E
beam
. With this simulation good agree-
ment between the data and the Monte Carlo is obtained for the electron, the muon and the
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simultaneously measured neutrino energy spectra [9]. Using the same analysis chain as for the
data, 497k fully simulated Monte Carlo events remain after the barrel event selection, out of
which 85.3% (424k) events are classied as two{jet events. The fraction of b events in the
two{jet sample is found to increase to 22.8%, to be compared with 21.6% in the full Monte
Carlo sample.
2.1 Selection of b enriched and b depleted event subsamples
For the analysis four dierent event subsamples (I{IV) with enhanced or depleted b event
fractions, as given in Table 1, are selected. These subsamples are used to control and correct
the Monte Carlo signal eciency and background estimates for the inclusive electron and muon
analysis. Subsample I, the lifetime tagged b events, is also used to measure the inclusive
neutrino rate from the decay b! X.
Subsample selection method b purity number of jets
I lifetime tag 61% 79k
II anti{lifetime tag 11% 177k
III high x tag 10% 33k
IV high p
?
lepton tag 83% 15k
Table 1: The dierent event subsamples used in the analysis to control signals and backgrounds.
For subsamples I and II both event hemispheres are used while subsample III and IV are made
from hemisphere tags and only the unbiased jet is used.
The lifetime based selection of b enriched and depleted event subsamples proceeds as follows.
The events are separated into two hemispheres dened by the thrust axis of the event which is
measured from the reconstructed calorimeter clusters. A secondary vertex for each hemisphere
is obtained using well measured tracks. Events which have a large distance between the two
reconstructed vertices are selected as candidates for b events.
For this distance determination only well measured tracks which full the following condi-
tions are used:
 The measured transverse momentum of each track with respect to the beam direction is
required to be larger than 0.5 GeV.
 To ensure a good track measurement the rst reconstructed hit has to be found in the inner
tracking chamber. Furthermore, the reconstructed azimuthal track angle with respect to
the anode or cathode wire planes is required to be larger than 15 mrad. For regions where
the inner anode wire plane matches the outer cathode plane, this angle is required to be
larger than 30 mrad.
 Secondary tracks from  conversions, hadronic interactions, as well as those from K and
 decays are suppressed by requiring that the distance of closest approach with respect
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to the average primary hadronic vertex, determined for each LEP ll (\ll vertex"), is
smaller than 1.2 mm.
 To obtain a good accuracy for the vertex determination, the angle of a track with respect
to the thrust axis is required to be larger than 75 mrad.
The accepted tracks are used to determine a secondary vertex with the b hadron ight direction
approximated by the thrust axis of the event. The average value of these track vertices per
hemisphere is used, weighting each track with the measured p
?
with respect to the thrust
axis. If more than three tracks are accepted per hemisphere, the three tracks with the largest
distances with respect to the ll vertex are used to estimate the secondary vertex separately for
each hemisphere. This secondary vertex distance is assumed to be zero if no track is accepted.
The best sensitivity to b events is obtained using the distance between the two reconstructed
hemisphere vertices. The distance distributions for the data and the Monte Carlo are shown in
Figure 1. The distance distribution from Monte Carlo b events is also shown.
Events which have a distance between the two vertices of more than 3.5 mm dene the b
enriched subsample I. Events with a reconstructed negative decay distance between the two
hemispheres are used to dene subsample II.
The light quark enriched event subsample III is selected with the requirement that a high
x(= E=E
beam
) particle is found in at least one jet. It is required that either a high momentum
track with a momentum above 60% of the beam energy and an associated calorimeter cluster
of more than 50% of the beam energy, or an energetic 
0
candidate with an energy above 50%
of the beam energy is found in one jet. The jet in the opposite hemisphere denes this light
quark enriched jet sample. Due to the hard fragmentation function of c and b hadrons, and
their subsequent decays, it is very rare to nd a particle with high x in c and b events. This
method to enrich light quark events was rst used in 1985 by HRS [11].
Finally the b enriched jet subsample (IV) is selected from jets that are opposite to those
containing a high p and p
?
electron or muon candidate, as dened in sections 2.2 and 2.3.
2.2 Selection of inclusive electron events
Electron candidates are selected with the following criteria:
 The energy of a cluster, E
BGO
, in the barrel BGO calorimeter (with a polar angle 
satisfying j cos j < 0:72) must be larger than 3 GeV. The hadronic calorimeter energy
associated with this cluster must be smaller than 2 GeV.
 Between 10 and 40 crystals are associated with the BGO cluster and more than 95% of
the energy is deposited in the central 9 crystals.
 One charged track must point to this BGO cluster and the dierence between the az-
imuthal angle estimated from the shower center and the estimated track impact point at
the BGO calorimeter must be smaller than (4 mrad + 8 mrad/E
BGO
[GeV]). To suppress
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background from photon conversions it is required that no other track is pointing within
5 mrad to this cluster.
 The measured p
t
with respect to the beam direction for the charged track must be consis-
tent with the E
t
measurement from the BGO calorimeter (j1=E
t
  1=p
t
j < 0:05 GeV
 1
).
With these criteria, 8.2k electron candidates are selected in the two{jet event sample. Out
of these, 5.3k electron candidates have a p
?
with respect to the jet direction of more than 1.4
GeV.
2.3 Selection of inclusive muon events
Muon candidates are selected using the following criteria:
 Tracks found in the barrel muon system must be reconstructed in at least two out of the
three {layers and one out of the two possible Z{chamber layers.
 The track momentum, measured from the muon chambers and corrected for the energy
loss in the calorimeter, must be larger than 4 GeV.
 The distance of closest approach to the ll vertex in the transverse plane, extrapolated
taking into account the errors due to multiple scattering, must be smaller than 100 mm.
This distance must also be smaller than three times the estimated distance error due to
multiple scattering in the calorimeters.
With these criteria, 24.2k muon candidates are selected in the two{jet event sample. Out of
these 9.8k have a p
?
of more than 1.4 GeV with respect to the jet direction. The eciency and
background for the muon sample are both larger than those for the electron sample. The main
reason is that the muon identication imposes no isolation criteria. For the inclusive electron
selection, the required electromagnetic shower shape of the cluster essentially selects isolated
electrons.
2.4 Inclusive neutrinos in jets with low visible energy
The visible energy distribution for b jets in the Monte Carlo is shown in Figure 2a. Jets
associated with semileptonic b decays dominate the region of jets with low visible energy (large
missing energy). For example, about 82% of b jets with a visible energy of less than 30
GeV (a missing energy of more than 15 GeV) originate from semileptonic b decays. The
backgrounds in the data are from mismeasured jets and semileptonic c decays. The visible
energy spectrum of jets containing semileptonic b decays from the Monte Carlo is shown in
Figure 2b. The contributions from the generated decays b! eX, b! X and b! X,
including the subsequent c hadron and  decays, are shown separately. The visible energy
spectra of jets associated with the decays b! eX and b! X are slightly dierent. Since
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undetected muons increase the missing energy, while the energy from unidentied electrons is
still measured in the calorimeter.
The energy measurement for jets with large missing energy due to mismeasured jets is
compared in the data and Monte Carlo using the b depleted subsamples (II and III) and are
shown in Figures 3a and b respectively. While the mean jet energy values are well described,
the jet energy resolution (  4:2 GeV) is about 10% smaller in the data than in the Monte
Carlo. The Monte Carlo also underestimates the number of jets with large missing energy by
roughly 15%. Therefore, the data will be used to determine the background, as described in
section 4. More details about the jet energy measurement are given in reference [9].
In order to use the missing energy signature of jets to measure Br(b! X), backgrounds
from mismeasured jets must be reduced as much as possible. Therefore the b enriched event
subsample I is used for this measurement. With the requirement that the measured polar angle
of the jet fulls the condition j cos 
jet
j < 0:65, about 79k jets are analyzed.
3 Measurement of Br(b!`X)
The inclusive Br(b! `X) values for electrons, muons and neutrinos are obtained from a
comparison of the observed number of inclusive electrons, muons and jets with large missing
energy in the data and the Monte Carlo with respect to the number of b jets. Lepton detection
eciencies and backgrounds have been estimated using data and Monte Carlo. The dierent
branching ratios are estimated with respect to the number of b jets, obtained from the Monte
Carlo simulation with the Standard Model value for R
b
of 0.216. If the recent experimental
value of 0.22090.0021 is used for R
b
[12], all semileptonic branching ratios would decrease by
(2  1)% of their measured value.
The fraction of semileptonic b decays is enhanced using a high value for the p
?
of the
electrons and muons with respect to the jet direction. The jet direction is determined from all
calorimeter clusters in a hemisphere except the one of the lepton candidate.
The semileptonic branching ratios are measured with the two{jet event sample and requiring
electron and muon candidates with high p
?
(>1.4 GeV) with respect to the closest jet. For
an estimate of the systematic error due to the event selection, the p
?
and the two{jet event
denitions are varied. Using a dierent charged lepton spectrum in the b hadron rest frame
for the eciency determination, as for example obtained with the ISGW model [13], relative
branching ratio changes of about 3{4% have been found previously at the (4S) resonance [14].
In Z decays the lepton p and p
?
spectra depend also on the boost of the b{hadron. Having
the constraint from the observed lepton momentum spectrum, we nd that the assumptions
of the b decay model and the b fragmentation are strongly correlated. For example, a softer
lepton spectrum in the b rest frame would thus have to be compensated by a slightly harder b
fragmentation function. The size of the related systematic errors is estimated from the stability
of the branching ratio as a function of the charged lepton p and p
?
.
For the analysis related to the missing energy spectrum of b jets, the neutrino energy
spectrum is obtained from the free b quark decay model with a V{A decay spectrum. The
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branching ratio uncertainties related to the used b decay model have been estimated from the
results of our previous measurement of the neutrino energy spectrum in identied semileptonic
b decays [9]. In this measurement we have achieved an energy scale uncertainty of better than
 200 MeV. This energy uncertainty, used for the error estimate of the branching ratio, was
found to be much larger than uncertainties due to the choice of the b{decay model where typical
dierences are in the range of 50{80 MeV.
3.1 Br(b!eX) measurement
The p
?
spectrum for electron candidates with a momentum above 3 GeV is shown in Figure 4a
for the data and the Monte Carlo, normalized to the number of selected hadronic events. For low
p
?
values about 30% more electron candidates are found in the data than in the Monte Carlo.
There is a smaller excess seen in the b enriched subsample I (Figure 4b), while an even larger
excess of low p
?
electron candidates is found in the b depleted event subsample II (Figure 4c)
and subsample III. Therefore, it can be concluded that the Monte Carlo underestimates the
electron background in the low p
?
regions. For p
?
values of less than 0.7 GeV, where a signicant
dierence between the data and the Monte Carlo is observed, a correction for the Monte Carlo
background estimate is applied by assuming that the background is underestimated by the
excess observed in the low p
?
region of the b depleted event subsamples II and III.
For larger p
?
values of the electron candidates one nds good agreement between the data
and the Monte Carlo for the dierent subsamples. The fraction of electron candidates per
hadronic event in the data and the Monte Carlo for dierent p
?
values, and the resulting
branching ratios, are given in Table 2.
The momentum spectra for the electron candidates with a p
?
between 1.4 GeV and 2.1 GeV
and above 2.1 GeV are shown in Figures 5a and b, respectively. While the overall shape of
the momentum spectrum is well described by the Monte Carlo, there is a discrepancy for low
momentum electron candidates with p
?
larger than 2.1 GeV. Using only the electron candidates
with momenta above 6 GeV, the result given below decreases by about 0.1%.
Data Monte Carlo Data
p
?
[GeV] n
e

=n
had
 10
3
n
e

=n
had
 10
3
purity b! eX [%] Br[%]
0.0{0.7 2.090.08 1.540.06 28.5 9.551.28
0.7{1.4 6.140.13 5.980.12 48.3 11.010.32
1.4{2.1 6.110.13 6.040.12 73.3 10.610.31
>2.1 9.320.16 8.920.15 78.3 11.050.27
> 1.4 15.430.21 14.960.19 76.3 10.890.20
Table 2: The observed number of electron candidates per hadronic event in the data and in the
Monte Carlo and the resulting Br(b! eX) with the statistical errors are given for dierent
p
?
values. A p
?
cut of 1.4 GeV is used to extract the nal semileptonic branching ratio. For
the Monte Carlo, with an input branching ratio of 10.45%, the purity of correctly identied
semileptonic b decays is also given.
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Adding all the systematic errors in quadrature, as discussed in detail in section 3.3, the
Br(b! eX) measured with inclusive electron candidates and a p
?
of more than 1.4 GeV is
(10.890.200.51)%.
3.2 Br(b!X) measurement
The p
?
spectrum with respect to the jet for the inclusive muon candidates with a momentum
above 4 GeV is shown in Figure 6a for the data and the Monte Carlo, normalized to the
number of selected hadronic events. The p
?
spectrum of the inclusive muon candidates is well
described by the Monte Carlo. Furthermore, good agreement between the data and the Monte
Carlo is also found for the p
?
spectra in the b enriched and b depleted event subsamples I{IV.
For example, the p
?
spectrum for the muon candidates in subsamples I and II are shown in
Figure 6b and c respectively. One concludes that the backgrounds are accurately described by
the Monte Carlo. The momentum spectra of the muon candidates with a p
?
between 1.4 and
2.1 GeV and more than 2.1 GeV are shown in Figures 7a and b, respectively. Again, as has
been seen with the inclusive electron analysis, the low momentum range for muon candidates
with p
?
larger than 2.1 GeV is not well described. As in the electron case, the result given
below decreases by about 0.1% if only the muon candidates with momenta above 6 GeV are
used.
The fraction of muon candidates per hadronic event found in the data and in the Monte
Carlo for dierent p
?
bins and for dierent event subsamples are given in Table 3. Adding
Data Monte Carlo Data
p
?
[GeV] n


=n
had
 10
3
n


=n
had
 10
3
purity b! 

X [%] Br[%]
0.0{0.7 21.090.25 21.360.22 9.2 9.880.42
0.7{1.4 20.470.24 20.990.22 29.3 9.570.15
1.4{2.1 12.460.19 12.410.17 61.8 10.510.22
> 2.1 15.900.21 15.290.19 71.2 11.030.20
>1.4 28.360.29 27.710.26 67.0 10.820.15
Table 3: The observed number of muon candidates per hadronic event in the data and in the
Monte Carlo. The resulting semileptonic branching ratio Br(b! X) with the statistical errors
are given for dierent p
?
values. A p
?
cut of 1.4 GeV is used to extract the nal semileptonic
branching ratio. For the Monte Carlo with an input semileptonic branching ratio of 10.45%,
the purity of correctly identied semileptonic b decays is also given.
all the systematic errors in quadrature, as discussed in section 3.3, the Br(b! X) measured
with the inclusive muon candidates with a p
?
of more than 1.4 GeV is (10.820.150.59)%.
3.3 Systematic errors and comparison with previous measurements
The systematic errors for the branching ratio measurements with inclusive electrons and muons
have been estimated from the dierent sources listed in Table 4.
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Eciency uncertainties due to the detector simulation and the geometrical acceptance have
been studied using variations of the dierent selection criteria as well as the angular distribu-
tions of the electrons and muons in the data and Monte Carlo. As a result of these studies
the ineciency of the muon chamber system for the data with respect to the Monte Carlo
description has been estimated to be (52)% for the 1992 data and (31)% for the 1991 data.
These estimates agree with independent studies performed with 
+

 
pairs. The dierences
in the branching ratio for p
?
values between 1.4 and 2.1 GeV and for larger p
?
values with
respect to the average, see tables 2 and 3, are used to estimate background and signal eciency
uncertainties. Uncertainties from c hadron decays have been estimated from a relative variation
of 10% for the semileptonic c hadron decay branching ratios.
The branching ratio uncertainties related to the assumed b hadron energy spectrum are
estimated using the average momenta of the inclusive electron and muon sample with a p
?
of
more than 1.4 GeV in the data and in the Monte Carlo. It is found that the average momenta
of the inclusive leptons in the Monte Carlo depend strongly on the average energy of the weakly
decaying b hadrons and show a much smaller sensitivity to the semileptonic branching ratio.
For example, the average electron or muon momenta increase by 8020 MeV if the average
energy of the weakly decaying b hadrons is increased by 450 MeV. A 10% relative increase of
the branching ratio would change the average momenta by only {2010 MeV for the inclusive
electrons and by +4010 MeV for the inclusive muons. The average momenta in the data
are 180110 MeV lower for the electron sample and 18080 MeV higher for muons than the
corresponding ones from the Monte Carlo, using an average energy of x
E
= 0:72 for the weakly
decaying b hadrons. The central value, x
E
= 0:72  0:02, which we apply, provides the best
description for the measured average momenta of the inclusive electron and muon candidates.
This average energy value for the weakly decaying b hadrons is somewhat larger than the value
x
E
= 0:70  0:02, obtained from multiparameter ts to the inclusive lepton p and p
?
spectra
[12]. The systematic error 0:02 is derived from the dierence between the best description
of the electron spectrum (lower bound) and the best description of the muon spectrum (upper
bound) and found to be consistent with an average value of x
E
= 0:70. For a value of x
E
= 0:70,
the semileptonic branching ratio values would increase by 0.25% in absolute value and result
in a poorer description of the measured lepton energy spectra.
Branching Ratio systematic error [%]
Error Source b! eX b! X
selection eciency 0.13 0.20
background and p
?
criteria 0.28 0.31
semileptonic c hadron decays 0.13 0.26
b hadron E spectrum (< x
E
>= 0:720.02) 0.25 0.25
two{jet event selection 0.29 0.28
Combined Error 0.51 0.59
Table 4: Estimated contributions to the systematic error for the Br(b! eX) and Br(b! X)
using the high p
?
lepton selection.
The results obtained with inclusive electrons and muons are consistent and can be com-
bined, giving an average Br(b! e()X) value of (10.850.120.47)%. This result for the
semileptonic branching ratio is about 1% lower than our previous result for the semileptonic
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branching ratio of (11.90.30.6)%, which was obtained using inclusive electrons and muons
[2] in the 1990 data sample.
The origin of this dierence has been investigated and the following two main sources have
been identied, in addition to possible statistical uctuations.
For this analysis the b hadron fragmentation function is harder. The average x
E
value
of weakly decaying b hadrons has been increased from 0.680.02 to 0.720.02. This energy
increase is required in order to match simultaneously the measured average momenta of the
charged leptons and neutrinos and accounts for a dierence of about 0.5% in the branching
ratio.
For this analysis, two{jet events are used, while the whole hadronic event sample was used
for our previous measurement. Using the entire two and three{jet event sample to determine
the branching ratio with the current analysis, branching ratios of (11:00:2)% and (11:10:2)%
are obtained with inclusive electron and muon candidates respectively. However, in contrast
to the good agreement between data and the Monte Carlo for the lepton p and p
?
spectra
in the two{jet event sample, discrepancies between the spectra are seen for the entire event
sample. This is related to the simulation of b events in the three{jet sample as disagreements
between data and Monte Carlo are also seen for the lifetime tagged b enriched and b depleted
event subsamples, dierently for the dierent avour content. We have used the information
from the lifetime tagged event samples to estimate corrections for the Monte Carlo eciencies
and backgrounds. With these corrections semileptonic branching ratios of (10.60.2)% and
(10.80.2)% are determined with electrons and muons respectively in the entire event sample.
Furthermore with these corrections the lepton p and p
?
spectra in the data and in the Monte
Carlo are in reasonable agreement. In view of this discrepancy between data and Monte Carlo,
the dierences between the central value from the two{jet analysis and the uncorrected or
corrected analysis for the entire event sample are used to estimate the uncertainty related to
the branching ratio determination in the two{jet sample. The additional uncertainties for the
branching ratio related to this discrepancy between data and Monte Carlo are 0.29% for the
measurement with electrons and 0.28% for muons.
4 Br(b!X) and Br(b!X) measurements
For the measurement of Br(b! X) the missing{energy spectrum of the jets in the lifetime
tagged events, subsample I, is used. The eciencies for tagging b events and light quark events
from the Monte Carlo are corrected such that the obtained R
b
value agrees with the Standard
Model value of 0.216. For the correction of the tagging of b events the lifetime tagged events
which contain in addition a high p
?
electron or muon candidates are used. The Monte Carlo
eciency to tag b events is corrected such that the semileptonic branching ratio in the lifetime
tagged events which contain a high p
?
electron or muon candidate agrees with our directly
measured semileptonic branching ratios using inclusive electron and muon candidates. With
these constraints, the purity of b events in subsample I is found to be (59:4  1:5)% in the
data, 1.4% smaller than in the Monte Carlo simulation. The estimated uncertainty in the
purity comes mainly from the statistical error obtained with the lifetime tagged high p and p
?
electron and muon candidates.
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The missing energy spectrum of jets is used to extract either Br(b! X) or Br(b! X).
The neutrino energy spectrum for each type of semileptonic b decay is obtained from the
Monte Carlo simulation with a (V{A)(V{A) b hadron decay structure. For the Br(b! X)
measurement the neutrino spectrum is a combination of the dierent semileptonic b hadron
decays, assuming that the b decay rate for the charged leptons (e:: ) is 1:1:(0.250.05), where
the error reects the range of theoretical estimates [15]. Alternatively, the value Br(b! e()X)
is constrained and the excess is associated with the decay b! X.
To reduce the dependence on the Monte Carlo, the background in the missing{energy spec-
trum due to measurement errors is determined from the data itself. This background is from
jets with purely hadronic b decays and from the remaining background from light quark jets.
The background determination uses the constraint that the jet energy spectra of the two{jet
event sample with a b purity of 22.8% and the lifetime tagged b enriched events, subsample I,
have to be described simultaneously with the same inclusive branching ratio for b! X.
This method of estimating the background has been developed and tested with the Monte
Carlo. It is found that this method allows an accurate background estimation from mismeasured
jets over the entire visible jet energy spectrum and for dierent assumed semileptonic b decay
branching ratios and b purities. For a known purity of the selected event samples, the Monte
Carlo input branching ratio Br(b! X) can be determined with a systematic accuracy of better
than 0:7%.
Using a maximum likelihood t to describe the jet energy spectra of the two{jet sample and
the subsample I, we obtain Br(b! X) of (23.080.771.24)%. The jet energy spectrum from
subsample I and the result of the t are shown in Figure 8.
The systematic errors for this result are summarized in Table 5 and have been found by
varying the central values by one standard deviation. The uncertainty of the neutrino energy
scale, 200 MeV, and the resulting neutrino energy spectra have been estimated from our
recent measurement of the average neutrino energy [9]. This error includes the uncertainties
due to the b fragmentation function and the modeling of semileptonic c decays.
To compare the Br(b! X) result obtained from neutrinos with the ones from electrons and
muons, Br(b! X) has to be divided by 2.25. The result for Br(b! e()X) obtained from
the neutrino measurement is (10:26  0:34  0:55)%. This result has comparable errors to the
direct measurement using electrons and muons. The agreement with the direct semileptonic
Br(b! `X) results obtained with electrons and muons indicates a consistent treatment of the
energy spectra of the charged leptons and the corresponding neutrinos. For example, as a result
of a V+A b decay structure, the neutrino would have a harder energy spectrum with an average
energy increase of about 1.5 GeV. Consequently, since the eciency is estimated with a soft
neutrino spectrum according to a V{A b decay structure, an apparently higher branching ratio
would be seen. From a Monte Carlo simulation of a V+A b decay structure, analysed with the
neutrino spectrum from a V{A b decay simulation an apparent branching ratio of (27 1)% is
obtained. The data are thus inconsistent with a V+A b decay structure. This result conrms
our previous measurement of the neutrino energy spectrum in b decays [9] and provides thus
further evidence for parity violation due to the V{A structure in b decays.
If one uses the directly measured semileptonic Br(b! `X) with electrons and muons, one
can alternatively determine the additional contribution to the missing energy spectrum from
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the decay b! X. Using the same method as above to determine the background and the
directly measured branching ratios with electrons and muons the result for the Br(b! X) is
(1:7  0:5  1:1)%. The jet energy spectrum and the t result are shown in Figure 9.
The systematic errors of this result, summarized in Table 5, come from the error on the
semileptonic branching ratio measurement with electrons and muons, the error of the back-
ground estimation, the neutrino energy scale uncertainty and the b purity of the lifetime sub-
sample I.
The comparison of our new result with dierent theoretical estimates for the ratio Br(b!
X)/Br(b! eX) [15] is shown in Figure 10 and found to be in good agreement with the
predictions.
The result is also in agreement with other measurements of the semileptonic branching
ratio Br(b! X) [16, 17]. With respect to our previous result [17], the measurement reported
here is eectively made with a statistically independent sample, since it uses dierent tagging
technique and dierent acceptance. The systematic error due to the semileptonic branching
ratio Br(b ! e()X), 0:79% in this measurement, is fully correlated. Other correlated
systematic errors combine to a total of only 0.3%, since the measurement presented here uses
a dierent jet energy calibration [9] and a dierent analysis procedures.
Branching Ratio systematic error [%]
Error Source b! X b! X
purity uncertainty of lifetime subsample 0.90 0.53
background uncertainties 0.61 0.33
neutrino energy scale error (200 MeV) 0.56 0.43
ratio of e :  :  0.20 |
Br(b! e()X) uncertainty | 0.79
Combined Error 1.24 1.10
Table 5: Estimated contributions to the systematic error for Br(b! X) and Br(b! X)
using the missing energy spectrum.
5 Summary
The semileptonic branching ratios Br(b! eX) and Br(b! X) have been measured using
inclusive electrons, muons and neutrinos from a two{jet hadronic event sample. The eciency
corrections for the measurement have been obtained from a JETSET simulation of b jets and
lepton energy spectra from the ACCMM model with a polarization of the virtual W according
to a V{A structure for b hadron decays. The eciency and backgrounds obtained from the
simulation have been controlled with b enriched and b depleted event subsamples. The results
obtained for the semileptonic branching ratios are:
Br(b! eX)=(10.890.200.51)%,
Br(b! X)=(10.820.150.59)%.
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The two measurements are consistent and can be combined, giving an average value of
Br(b! eX)=Br(b! X)=(10.850.120.47)%
Using the measurement of the missing energy spectrum in lifetime tagged b enriched events,
and assuming a b decay rate to charged leptons (e:: ) of 1:1:(0.250.05), we obtain:
Br(b! X) = (23.080.771.24)%.
Combining these three measurements and taking correlations into account, we obtain:
Br(b! eX)=Br(b! X) = (10.680.110.46)%
This result is consistent with the values obtained by other LEP experiments[18] and the mea-
surements from ARGUS and CLEO[19].
Using our direct measurements for Br(b! e()X)=10.85% with electrons and muons we obtain
Br(b! X) = (1.70.51.1)% and
Br(b! X)/BR(b! eX) =0.150.040.07.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the measured distance between the two reconstructed jet vertices in
the data and in Monte Carlo simulated hadronic Z decays. The fraction of b events in the
Monte Carlo is also shown. The lifetime subsample (I) and anti{lifetime subsample (II) are the
events with a reconstructed distance of more than 3.5 mm or less than 0.0 mm respectively.
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Figure 2: (a) The visible energy spectrum of jets in the Monte Carlo from the b jets together
with the contributions from semileptonic b hadron decays and (b) the visible jet energy spec-
trum for the dierent types of semileptonic b hadron decays.
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Figure 3: The visible energy spectrum of b depleted jets in the data and in the Monte Carlo.
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Figure 4: (a) The p
?
spectrum with respect to the jet direction for the electron candidates
in the two{jet sample, (b) in the b enriched subsample I and (c) in the b depleted subsample
II. The corresponding Monte Carlo distributions are also shown, together with the fraction of
correctly identied semileptonic b decays using a branching ratio of 10.45%.
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Figure 5: (a) The momentum spectrum of the electron candidates with a p
?
with respect
to the jet direction between 1.4{2.1 GeV and (b) for p
?
values of more than 2.1 GeV. The
corresponding Monte Carlo distributions are also shown, together with the fraction of correctly
identied semileptonic b decays using a branching ratio of 10.45%.
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Figure 6: (a) The p
?
spectrum with respect to the jet direction for the muon candidates in
the two{jet sample, (b) in the b enriched subsample I and (c) in the b depleted sample II. The
corresponding Monte Carlo distributions are also shown, together with the fraction of correctly
identied semileptonic b decays using a branching ratio of 10.45%.
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Figure 7: (a) The p spectrum of the muon candidates with a p
?
with respect to the jet direction
between 1.4{2.1 GeV and (b) for p
?
values of more than 2.1 GeV. The corresponding Monte
Carlo distributions are also shown, together with the fraction of correctly identied semileptonic
b decays using a branching ratio of 10.45%.
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Figure 8: The jet energy spectrum from subsample I in the data and the results of the t for
the measurement of Br(b! X).
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Figure 9: The jet energy spectrum of subsample I in the data and the results of the t for the
measurement of Br(b! X) with the constrain Br(b! e()X)=10.85%.
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Figure 10: Comparison of theoretical predictions [15] with the measurement for the ratio Br(b!
X)/Br(b! eX) as a function of the of Br(b! eX). Shown are the 39% (dashed ellipse)
and 68% (solid ellipse) condence level contours.
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